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INTRODUCIONINTRODUCION

A cost-management system (CMS) is a 

collection of tools and techniques that

identifies how management’s decisions 

affect costs.

Cost accounting is that part of the

accounting system that measures costs

for the purposes of management decision

making and financial reporting.



Cost Accounting SystemCost Accounting System

Cost

Accumulation

Collecting costs by some

“natural” classification

such as materials or labor

Cost

Allocation

Tracing costs to one or

more cost objectives 



Cost Accounting SystemCost Accounting System
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CostCost

A cost may be defined as a sacrifice A cost may be defined as a sacrifice 

or giving up of resources for a or giving up of resources for a 

particular purpose.particular purpose.

Costs are frequently measured by Costs are frequently measured by 

the monetary units that must be the monetary units that must be 

paid for    goods and services.paid for    goods and services.



Cost ObjectiveCost Objective

What is a cost object or cost objective?

It is anything for which a separate measurement

of costs is desired.



Direct CostsDirect Costs

Direct costs can be identified specifically 

and exclusively with a given cost

objective in an economically

feasible way.

What are direct costs?



Indirect CostsIndirect Costs

Indirect costs cannot be identified

specifically and exclusively with a

given cost objective in an economically

feasible way.

What are indirect costs?



What Distinguishes What Distinguishes 

Direct and Indirect Costs?Direct and Indirect Costs?

Managers prefer to classify costs as Managers prefer to classify costs as 

direct rather than indirect whenever it is direct rather than indirect whenever it is 

““economically feasibleeconomically feasible”” oror ““costcost

effective.effective.””

Other factors also influence whether a Other factors also influence whether a 

cost is considered direct or indirect.cost is considered direct or indirect.

The key is the particular cost objective.The key is the particular cost objective.



Categories of Categories of 

Manufacturing CostsManufacturing Costs

Any raw material, labor, or other input

used by any organization could,

in theory, be identified as a

direct or indirect cost

depending on the

cost objective.



Categories of Categories of 

Manufacturing CostsManufacturing Costs

All costs which are eventually allocatedAll costs which are eventually allocated

to products are classified as eitherto products are classified as either……

11 direct materials,direct materials,

22 direct labor, ordirect labor, or

33 indirect manufacturing.indirect manufacturing.



Direct Material Costs...Direct Material Costs...

–– include the acquisition costs of all include the acquisition costs of all 

materials that are physically identified materials that are physically identified 

as a part of the manufactured goods as a part of the manufactured goods 

and that may be traced to the and that may be traced to the 

manufactured goods in an economically manufactured goods in an economically 

feasible way.feasible way.



Direct Labor Costs...Direct Labor Costs...

–– include the wages of all labor that can include the wages of all labor that can 

be traced specifically and exclusively be traced specifically and exclusively 

to the manufactured goods in an to the manufactured goods in an 

economically feasible way.economically feasible way.



Indirect Manufacturing Costs...Indirect Manufacturing Costs...

–– oror factoryfactory overheadoverhead,, include all costs include all costs 

associated with the manufacturing associated with the manufacturing 

process that cannot be traced to the process that cannot be traced to the 

manufactured goods in an manufactured goods in an 

economically feasible way.economically feasible way.



Product Costs...Product Costs...

–– are costs identified with goods producedare costs identified with goods produced

or purchased for resale.or purchased for resale.

Product costs are initially identified as Product costs are initially identified as 

part of the inventory on hand.part of the inventory on hand.

These costs, inventoriable costs, become These costs, inventoriable costs, become 

expenses (in the form of cost of goods expenses (in the form of cost of goods 

sold) only when the inventory is sold.sold) only when the inventory is sold.



Period Costs...Period Costs...

–– are costs that are deducted as expenses are costs that are deducted as expenses 

during the current period without during the current period without 

going through an inventory stage.going through an inventory stage.

1 2 3

4 5 6 7 8 9 10

11 12 13 14 15 16 17

18 19 20 21 22 23 24

25 26 28 29 30 3127



Period or Product Costs Period or Product Costs 

InIn merchandising accountingmerchandising accounting, insurance, , insurance, 

depreciation, and wages are period costs depreciation, and wages are period costs 

(expenses of the current period).(expenses of the current period).

InIn manufacturing accountingmanufacturing accounting, many of , many of 

these items are related to production these items are related to production 

activities and thus, as indirect activities and thus, as indirect 

manufacturing, are product costs.manufacturing, are product costs.



Period Costs Period Costs ––

Merchandising and ManufacturingMerchandising and Manufacturing

In both merchandising In both merchandising andand
manufacturing accounting, selling and manufacturing accounting, selling and 

general administrative costs are period general administrative costs are period 

costs.costs.



Financial Statement PresentationFinancial Statement Presentation

–– Merchandising CompaniesMerchandising Companies
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Costs and Income StatementsCosts and Income Statements

On income statements, the detailed On income statements, the detailed 

reporting of selling and administrative reporting of selling and administrative 

expenses is typically the same for expenses is typically the same for 

manufacturing and merchandising manufacturing and merchandising 

organizations, but the organizations, but the cost ofcost of goods soldgoods sold
is different.is different.



Cost of Goods Sold Cost of Goods Sold 

for a Manufacturerfor a Manufacturer

The manufacturerThe manufacturer’’s cost of goods s cost of goods 

produced and then sold is usually produced and then sold is usually 

composed of the three major categories composed of the three major categories 

of cost:of cost:

11 Direct materialsDirect materials

22 Direct laborDirect labor

33 Indirect manufacturingIndirect manufacturing



Cost of Goods SoldCost of Goods Sold

for a Retailer or Wholesalerfor a Retailer or Wholesaler

The merchandiserThe merchandiser’’s cost of goods sold is s cost of goods sold is 

usually composed of the purchase cost usually composed of the purchase cost 

of items, including freightof items, including freight--in, that are in, that are 

acquired and then resold.acquired and then resold.



Traditional Cost SystemTraditional Cost System
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TwoTwo--Stage ActivityStage Activity--Based Cost Based Cost 
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Understanding the relationships among 
activities, resources, costs, and cost 
drivers is the key to understanding ABC 
and how ABC facilitates managers’
understanding of operations.

ACTIVY BASED COSTINGACTIVY BASED COSTING

ActivityActivity--based costing:based costing: is a costing approach that is a costing approach that 

assigns resource costs to a cost object based on assigns resource costs to a cost object based on 

activities performed for the cost objectactivities performed for the cost object



ACTIVY BASED COSTINGACTIVY BASED COSTING

ActivityActivity--Based Costing (ABC)Based Costing (ABC) is a method of assigning the is a method of assigning the 
organization's resource costs through activities to the  and serorganization's resource costs through activities to the  and servicesvices
provided to its customers. provided to its customers. 

ActivityActivity--Based Costing (ABC)Based Costing (ABC) is used to identify, describe, is used to identify, describe, 
assign costs to, and report on agency operations. A more accuratassign costs to, and report on agency operations. A more accuratee
cost management system than traditional cost accounting, ABC cost management system than traditional cost accounting, ABC 
identifies opportunities to improve business process effectiveneidentifies opportunities to improve business process effectivenessss
and efficiency by determining the "true" cost of a product or and efficiency by determining the "true" cost of a product or 
service.service.

It is generally used as a tool for understanding product It is generally used as a tool for understanding product 

and customer cost and profitability.and customer cost and profitability.

ABC has predominately been used to support strategic ABC has predominately been used to support strategic 

decisions such as pricing, outsourcing and identification decisions such as pricing, outsourcing and identification 

and measurement of process improvement initiatives.and measurement of process improvement initiatives.



ABC principles are used: ABC principles are used: 

(1)(1) to focus management attention on the total to focus management attention on the total 

cost to produce a product or servicecost to produce a product or service

(2)(2) as the basis for full cost recovery. as the basis for full cost recovery. 

ACTIVY BASED COSTINGACTIVY BASED COSTING

ActivityActivity--Based Costing uses cost drivers to assign the Based Costing uses cost drivers to assign the 

costs of resources to activities and unit cost as a way of costs of resources to activities and unit cost as a way of 

measuring an output. Unit cost is the "measuring an output. Unit cost is the "average total average total 
costcost " of producing one unit of output. It is calculated " of producing one unit of output. It is calculated 

by dividing the total cost of production by the total by dividing the total cost of production by the total 

number of units of output produced. number of units of output produced. 



The Four Steps to ABC Implementation The Four Steps to ABC Implementation 
ACTIVY BASED COSTINGACTIVY BASED COSTING

Identify activitiesIdentify activities——perform an inperform an in--depth analysis of depth analysis of 

the operating processes of each responsibility segment. the operating processes of each responsibility segment. 

Each process may consist of one or more activities Each process may consist of one or more activities 

required by outputs.required by outputs.

Assign resource costs to activitiesAssign resource costs to activities——this is this is 

sometimes called "tracing." Traceability refers to tracing sometimes called "tracing." Traceability refers to tracing 

costs to cost objects to determine why costs were costs to cost objects to determine why costs were 

incurred.incurred.

DoDDoD categorizes costs in three ways: categorizes costs in three ways: 

DirectDirect

IndirectIndirect

General and AdministrativeGeneral and Administrative



ACTIVY BASED COSTINGACTIVY BASED COSTING
The Four Steps to ABC Implementation The Four Steps to ABC Implementation 

DirectDirect——costs that can be traced directly to one output. Example: costs that can be traced directly to one output. Example: 

the material costs (varnish, wood, paint) to build a chair. the material costs (varnish, wood, paint) to build a chair. 

IndirectIndirect——costs that cannot be allocated to an individual output; costs that cannot be allocated to an individual output; 

in other words, they benefit two or more outputs, but not all in other words, they benefit two or more outputs, but not all 

outputs. Examples: maintenance costs for the saws that cut the outputs. Examples: maintenance costs for the saws that cut the 

wood, storage costs, other construction materials, and quality wood, storage costs, other construction materials, and quality 

assurance.)assurance.)

General & AdministrativeGeneral & Administrative——costs that cannot reasonably be costs that cannot reasonably be 

associated with any particular product or service produced associated with any particular product or service produced 

(overhead). These costs would remain the same no matter what (overhead). These costs would remain the same no matter what 

output the activity produced. Examples: salaries of personnel inoutput the activity produced. Examples: salaries of personnel in

purchasing department, depreciation on equipment, and plant purchasing department, depreciation on equipment, and plant 

security.security.



ACTIVY BASED COSTINGACTIVY BASED COSTING
The Four Steps to ABC Implementation The Four Steps to ABC Implementation 

Identify outputsIdentify outputs——identify all of the outputs for identify all of the outputs for 

which an activity segment performs activities and which an activity segment performs activities and 

consumes resources. Outputs can be products, services, consumes resources. Outputs can be products, services, 

or customers (persons or entities to whom a federal or customers (persons or entities to whom a federal 

agency is required to provide goods or services). agency is required to provide goods or services). 

Assign activity costs to outputsAssign activity costs to outputs——assign activity assign activity 

costs to outputs using activity drivers. Activity drivers costs to outputs using activity drivers. Activity drivers 

assign activity costs to outputs based on individual assign activity costs to outputs based on individual 

outputsoutputs’’ consumption or demand for activities. For consumption or demand for activities. For 

example, a driver may be the number of times an activity example, a driver may be the number of times an activity 

is performed (transaction driver) or the length of time an is performed (transaction driver) or the length of time an 

activity is performed (duration driver). activity is performed (duration driver). 



ACTIVY BASED COSTINGACTIVY BASED COSTING

Activity-Based Costing encourages managers 

to identify which activities are value-added—

those that will best accomplish a mission, 

deliver a service, or meet a customer demand. 

It improves operational efficiency and 

enhances decision-making through better, 

more meaningful cost information. 



Example of Activities and Cost Drivers:

Activities:

Account billing

Bill verification

Account iniquity

Correspondence

Cost Drivers:

No. of lines 

No. of accounts

No. of labor hours

No. of letters

ACTIVY BASED COSTINGACTIVY BASED COSTING



Designing and Implementing an Designing and Implementing an 

ActivityActivity--Based Costing SystemBased Costing System

Determine cost of

activities, resources,

and related cost

drivers.

Develop a process-based

map representing the flow

of activities, resources, and

their interrelationships.

Step 1 Step 2



Collect relevant data concerning costs

and the physical flow of the cost-driver

units among resources and activities.

Step 3

Designing and Implementing an Designing and Implementing an 

ActivityActivity--Based Costing SystemBased Costing System



Calculate and interpret the new 

activity-based information.

Using an activity-based costing system to

improve the operations of an organization

is activity-based management (ABM).

Step 4

Designing and Implementing an Designing and Implementing an 

ActivityActivity--Based Costing SystemBased Costing System



ACTIVITYACTIVITY--BASED MANAGEMENTBASED MANAGEMENT

Activity-based management aims to improve 

the value received by customers and to 

improve profits by identifying opportunities 

for improvements in strategy and operations.



AA valuevalue--added costadded cost is the cost of an activity is the cost of an activity 

that cannot be eliminated without affecting that cannot be eliminated without affecting 

a producta product’’s value to the customer.s value to the customer.

In contrast, In contrast, nonnon--valuevalue--added costsadded costs are costs are costs 

that can be eliminated without affecting a that can be eliminated without affecting a 

productproduct’’s value to the customer.s value to the customer.

ACTIVITYACTIVITY--BASED MANAGEMENTBASED MANAGEMENT



Using ABC InformationUsing ABC Information

Activity-based management…

provides costs of value-added and

non-value-added activities.

improves managers’ understanding of operations.



Cost Accounting and the Value ChainCost Accounting and the Value Chain

A good cost accounting system is critical to

all value-chain functions from research and

development through customer service.



ActivityActivity--Based ManagementBased Management



What is the objective of ActivityWhat is the objective of Activity--

based management?based management?

improving competitiveness, cost reduction, increasing improving competitiveness, cost reduction, increasing 
productivity and augmenting flexibility in meeting productivity and augmenting flexibility in meeting 
customers needscustomers needs

Focuses on changing the way the work is carried out Focuses on changing the way the work is carried out 
or on the reasons why the work is performedor on the reasons why the work is performed

Operational ABM: doing things right and performing Operational ABM: doing things right and performing 
activities more efficientlyactivities more efficiently

Strategic ABM: Choosing appropriate activities for Strategic ABM: Choosing appropriate activities for 
the operationthe operation

ActivityActivity--Based management:Based management: is a method of is a method of 
business analysis that utilizes ABC informationbusiness analysis that utilizes ABC information



How would you describe strategic How would you describe strategic 

ABM?ABM?

Strategic ABM: Choosing appropriate Strategic ABM: Choosing appropriate 

activities for the operation, activities for the operation, „„doing the doing the 

right thingsright things””

Encompasses actions that shift the mix Encompasses actions that shift the mix 

of activities away from unprofitable of activities away from unprofitable 

applicationsapplications



Under which circumstances would you Under which circumstances would you 

recommend to consider introducing strategic recommend to consider introducing strategic 

ABM?ABM?

Highly recommended forHighly recommended for serviceservice sectorsector organisationsorganisations,,

and companies with complex production processes and a and companies with complex production processes and a 

wide portfoliowide portfolio

ABC is not  a quick fix: requires patience and ABC is not  a quick fix: requires patience and 

participation to see the resultsparticipation to see the results cultures that reward cultures that reward 

only shortonly short--term results are not fertile grounds for ABCterm results are not fertile grounds for ABC

Most common characteristics of successful systems:Most common characteristics of successful systems:

High level of top management support and High level of top management support and 

commitmentcommitment

Technical competence of the implementation teamTechnical competence of the implementation team

Effective change managementEffective change management



What is a difference, if any, in decision making What is a difference, if any, in decision making 

between companies adopted and not adopted between companies adopted and not adopted 

strategic ABM? strategic ABM? 

UsingUsing alsoalso nonnon--financialfinancial informationinformation

TTimeime--consuconsumptionmption

Division of accounting activitiesDivision of accounting activities

EthicalEthical problemsproblems and suband sub--optimizationoptimization



How is strategic ABM related to strategy How is strategic ABM related to strategy 

implementation?implementation?

ABC can be used as a basis for strategic ABC can be used as a basis for strategic 

decision makingdecision making

E.g. regarding changes in the supply chain E.g. regarding changes in the supply chain 

and changes in target customersand changes in target customers



How would you calculate the costs of introducing How would you calculate the costs of introducing 

ABM in a company and potential benefits?ABM in a company and potential benefits?

Predictable costs: Consultancy hours, ABC Predictable costs: Consultancy hours, ABC 

software, Educationsoftware, Education

Unpredictable costs: Use of employees in the Unpredictable costs: Use of employees in the 

development process, Organizational changesdevelopment process, Organizational changes

Benefits: More Benefits: More efficentefficent processes, Easier to processes, Easier to 

make rational decisions make rational decisions 



ActivityActivity--Based CostingBased Costing
Better Costing for Better DecisionsBetter Costing for Better Decisions



The ABC ApproachThe ABC Approach



Examples of ActivitiesExamples of Activities

1. Processing purchase orders.
2. Handling materials and parts.
3. Inspecting incoming material and parts.
4. Setting up equipment.
5. Producing goods using manufacturing 

equipment.
6. Supervising assembly workers.
7. Inspecting finished goods.
8. Packing customer orders.



Indirect CostsIndirect Costs

Not easily and conveniently traceable Not easily and conveniently traceable 

to cost objectsto cost objects
Cost element is shared among cost objectsCost element is shared among cost objects

Physically impossible to tracePhysically impossible to trace

Not cost effective to traceNot cost effective to trace



Indirect CostsIndirect Costs

Need for allocationNeed for allocation
Estimate product or activity costEstimate product or activity cost

What does it really cost?What does it really cost?

Increase awareness of indirect costsIncrease awareness of indirect costs

Activities are not freeActivities are not free

Plan more cost efficient operationsPlan more cost efficient operations

Now that we know what it costs, what should Now that we know what it costs, what should 

we do?we do?



Allocation of Indirect CostsAllocation of Indirect Costs

Typical allocation methodsTypical allocation methods
Ability to bearAbility to bear

Fairness or equityFairness or equity

Benefits received Benefits received 

Cause and effectCause and effect



Traditional Allocation MethodTraditional Allocation Method

Indirect costs allocated to cost object Indirect costs allocated to cost object 

based on the cost objectbased on the cost object’’s consumption s consumption 

of some measure of activity, usually of some measure of activity, usually 

labor hourslabor hours

$10,000,000 total indirect cost
400,000 total labor hours

= $25 per hour rate

A product consuming 6 labor hours would be charged 
$150 of indirect costs



Criticisms of Traditional Criticisms of Traditional 

Overhead AllocationOverhead Allocation

Assumes all overhead is volumeAssumes all overhead is volume--relatedrelated

FactoryFactory--wide or departmental rateswide or departmental rates

All related to single activity measureAll related to single activity measure

Departmental focus, not process focusDepartmental focus, not process focus

Focus on costs incurred, not cause of Focus on costs incurred, not cause of 

costscosts



ActivityActivity--Based CostingBased Costing

PurposePurpose

Allocation of indirect costs based on causal Allocation of indirect costs based on causal 

activitiesactivities

Attempts to identify Attempts to identify ““directdirect”” link between cost link between cost 

and cost objectand cost object

Results in better allocationResults in better allocation

Does not provide Does not provide ““truetrue”” costcost



ActivityActivity--Based CostingBased Costing

Traditional allocation methodTraditional allocation method

ActivityActivity--based allocation methodbased allocation method

Costs Products

Costs ProductsActivities

First stage Second stage



Overview of ABCOverview of ABC

Identifies activities required to produce Identifies activities required to produce 

the product or servicethe product or service

Determines the cost of the activitiesDetermines the cost of the activities

Allocates costs to the cost object based Allocates costs to the cost object based 

on the objecton the object’’s consumption of activitiess consumption of activities



Levels of Cost IncurrenceLevels of Cost Incurrence

Not all costs are volumeNot all costs are volume--relatedrelated

Unit levelUnit level

Batch levelBatch level

Product levelProduct level

Facility levelFacility level



Operation of an ABC SystemOperation of an ABC System

Assign costs to activity poolsAssign costs to activity pools

First stage allocationFirst stage allocation

Identify the costs incurred to perform Identify the costs incurred to perform 

various activitiesvarious activities

Determine the measure of activity Determine the measure of activity 

best related to each cost poolbest related to each cost pool

Cost driversCost drivers



Operation of an ABC SystemOperation of an ABC System

Determine rate per unit of activityDetermine rate per unit of activity

Assign costs to products/services based Assign costs to products/services based 

on consumption of activitieson consumption of activities

Second stage allocationSecond stage allocation

Indirect costs are converted to direct Indirect costs are converted to direct 

costscosts



Implementing ABCImplementing ABC

Step 1 Step 1 –– Plan the systemPlan the system

What are the goals?What are the goals?

Inventory valuationInventory valuation

Process improvementProcess improvement

Foster active involvementFoster active involvement

Assemble crossAssemble cross--functional teamfunctional team

Functional specialistsFunctional specialists



Implementing ABCImplementing ABC

Step 2 Step 2 –– Define, analyze activities and Define, analyze activities and 
resourcesresources

Decompose organization into elemental Decompose organization into elemental 
activitiesactivities

Who does what, and why?Who does what, and why?

Interview employeesInterview employees

Determine resourcesDetermine resources

Determine inputs and outputsDetermine inputs and outputs



Implementing ABCImplementing ABC

Gather statistics on activitiesGather statistics on activities

Inputs and outputsInputs and outputs

Transaction, duration, intensityTransaction, duration, intensity

For possible use as secondFor possible use as second--stage cost driversstage cost drivers



Implementing ABCImplementing ABC

Step 3 Step 3 –– Establish activity cost pools Establish activity cost pools 

and determine first stage allocationand determine first stage allocation

First stage allocations assign costs to First stage allocations assign costs to 

cost poolscost pools

Requires costs to be reRequires costs to be re--categorizedcategorized

according to why they are incurred, not by according to why they are incurred, not by 

typetype

Drivers may be employee time, square Drivers may be employee time, square 

footage, etc.footage, etc.



Implementing ABCImplementing ABC

Step 4 Step 4 –– Determine second stage drivers Determine second stage drivers 

and assign costs to cost objectsand assign costs to cost objects

Outputs of activity analysis may be second Outputs of activity analysis may be second 

stage driversstage drivers

Distance moved, times handled, machine hours, Distance moved, times handled, machine hours, 

units, etc.units, etc.

Amount assigned to the cost object is the Amount assigned to the cost object is the 

amount of activity consumed times the rate amount of activity consumed times the rate 

per unit of the activityper unit of the activity



When is ABC Most Useful?When is ABC Most Useful?

High amounts of overhead costHigh amounts of overhead cost

Multiple productsMultiple products

Complex productsComplex products

Complex production systemComplex production system

Significant variation in volume between Significant variation in volume between 
high and low volume productshigh and low volume products



When is ABC Most Useful?When is ABC Most Useful?

Different products place different demands Different products place different demands 

on resourceson resources

Problems with current cost allocations due to Problems with current cost allocations due to 

changes in products or processeschanges in products or processes

Better cost information is neededBetter cost information is needed



ActivityActivity--Based ManagementBased Management

Natural extension of ABCNatural extension of ABC
Why are activities performed?Why are activities performed?

Are they necessary?Are they necessary?

Are they consistent with organizational goals?Are they consistent with organizational goals?

How are they performed?How are they performed?
Are they performed efficiently?Are they performed efficiently?

Can they be redesigned or eliminated?Can they be redesigned or eliminated?



ABM for Process ImprovementABM for Process Improvement

Focus on problems, opportunitiesFocus on problems, opportunities

Prioritize opportunities for Prioritize opportunities for 

improvementimprovement
Most criticalMost critical

Greatest potential for cost savingsGreatest potential for cost savings



ABM for Process ImprovementABM for Process Improvement

Determine and explain causes for Determine and explain causes for 

problems and opportunitiesproblems and opportunities
Cannot improve the system without first Cannot improve the system without first 

understanding itunderstanding it

Select specific improvement projectsSelect specific improvement projects



ABM for Process ImprovementABM for Process Improvement

Use ABC/ABM data to test potential Use ABC/ABM data to test potential 

impact of changesimpact of changes

Make changesMake changes

IterateIterate
Process of continual improvementProcess of continual improvement



Implications of ABC/ABMImplications of ABC/ABM

Shifts focus from managing costs to Shifts focus from managing costs to 

managing activitiesmanaging activities

Aids in recognizing, measuring and Aids in recognizing, measuring and 

controlling complexitycontrolling complexity

Promotes understanding of why costs are Promotes understanding of why costs are 
incurredincurred

Provides better cost allocation informationProvides better cost allocation information



Implications of ABC/ABMImplications of ABC/ABM

Useful for planning future operationsUseful for planning future operations

Fosters continuous improvementFosters continuous improvement

Likely to meet with substantial Likely to meet with substantial 

resistanceresistance

Analysis of why and how activities are Analysis of why and how activities are 

performedperformed



Requirement of Cost Systems

• Valuation of inventory and measurement of the 

cost of goods sold for financial reporting.

• Estimation of the costs of activities, products, 

services, and customers.

• Providing economic feedback to managers and 

operators about process efficiency.



Today’s businesses are working in an 

increasingly complex environment.

Use of Advanced Technology

Product Life Cycle

Product Complexity

Channels of Distribution

Quality Requirements

Product Diversity
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Conventional Costing

• Total Cost = Material + Labour+ Overheads

• Overheads are allocated to the products on volume 

based measures e.g. labour hours, machine hours, 

units produced

Will this not distort the costing in the new 

environment?

ABC provides an Alternative.



Conventional Costing

Expenses

Cost Objects

AB Costing

Resources

Activities

Cost Objects

Economic

Element

Work

Performed

Product or 

service



BASIC of A B C

• Cost of a product is the sum of the costs of all 

activities  required to manufacture and deliver 

the product.

• Products do not consume costs directly

• Money is spent on activities

• Activities are consumed  by product/services

• ABC assigns Costs to Products by tracing 

expenses to  “activities”.  Each Product is 

charged based on the extent  to which it used 

an activity



• The primary objective of ABC is to assign costs 

that reflect/mirror the physical dynamics of the 

business

• Provides  ways of assigning the costs of indirect 

support resources to activities, business processes, 

customers, products.

• It recognises that many  organisational resources 

are required not for physical production of units of 

product but to provide a broad array of support 

activities.

BASIC of A B C



ABC systems addresses the ABC systems addresses the 

following Questions:following Questions:

What activities are being performed by What activities are being performed by 

the organisational resources?the organisational resources?

How much does it cost to perform How much does it cost to perform 

activities?activities?

Why does the Why does the oranisationoranisation need to perform need to perform 

those activities?those activities?

How much of each activity is required for How much of each activity is required for 

thethe organisationorganisation’’ss products, services, and products, services, and 

customers?customers?



Basics of A B C : How?

Steps:

1. Form cost pools

2. Identify activities

3. Map resource costs to activities

4. Define activity cost drivers

5. Calculate cost

Cost pools are groups 

or categories of 

individual expense 

items



Identify ActivitiesIdentify Activities

In developing an ABC system, the In developing an ABC system, the 

organisation identifies the activities organisation identifies the activities 

being performed:being performed:

•Move material

•Schedule production

•Purchase material

•Inspect items

•Respond to  customers

•Improve products

•Introduce new products

•Explore new markets

Activity Dictionary



Map resource costs to activitiesMap resource costs to activities

Financial accounting categorises Financial accounting categorises 

expenses by spending code; salaries, expenses by spending code; salaries, 

fringe benefits, utilities, travel, fringe benefits, utilities, travel, 

communication, computing, communication, computing, 

depreciation etc.depreciation etc.

•ABC collects expenses from this financial 

system and drive them to the activities 

performed.



Salaries 313,000

Depreciation 155,000

Electricity 132,000

Supplies 25,000

Travel 100,000

Total 725,000

Accounting Records

Activities Salaries DepreciatioElectricity Supplies Travel Total

Business Development 20,000 25000 5000 5000 55,000

Maintianing Present Business 80,000 60000 50000 5000 10000 205,000

Purhcasing Material 125,000 50000 20000 20000 60000 275,000

Set up Machines 25,000 10000 2000 37,000

Running Machines 50,000 10000 50000 110,000

Resolve Quality Problems 13,000 5000 25000 43,000

Total 313,000 155000 132000 25000 100000 725,000

ABC Records

Mapping



Activities: Types

• Unit level: Performed each time a unit is 

produced

• Batch level: Performed each time a batch is 

produced

• Product level: Performed to support production 

of different type of product

• Customer Level: Performed to support servicing 

customers

• Facility level:Residuary head



Define activity driversDefine activity drivers

The linkage between activities and cost The linkage between activities and cost 
objects, such as products, customers,, is objects, such as products, customers,, is 
accomplished by using activity drivers.accomplished by using activity drivers.

An activity driver is a quantitative measure An activity driver is a quantitative measure 
of the output of an activity.of the output of an activity.

The selection of an activity driver reflects a The selection of an activity driver reflects a 
subjective tradesubjective trade--off between accuracy and off between accuracy and 
cost of measurement.cost of measurement.



Activities Drivers

Unit Level 

Acquire and Use material for containers No. of Containers

Acquire and Use material for baby-care p No. of products

Batch Level

Set up manually controlled machines No. of batches of con

Set up computer controlled machines No. of batches of B. P

Product Level

Design and manufacture moulds No.of moulds required

Use manually controlled machines Product type (contain

Use conputer controlled machines Product type (B.Produ

Customer Level

Consult customers No. of consultations

Provide warehousing for customers No. of cubit feet

Faciltiy Level

Manage workers Salaries



Activities Drivers Activity Cost Activity Volum Activity Ra

Unit Level 

Acquire and Use material for containers No. of Containers 40,000 1,000,000 0.04

Acquire and Use material for baby-care products No. of products 80,000 8,000 10

Batch Level

Set up manually controlled machines No. of batches of containers 3,000 10 300

Set up computer controlled machines No. of batches of B. Produst 12,000 20 600

Product Level

Design and manufacture moulds No.of moulds required 5,000 5 1000

Use manually controlled machines Product type (containers) 15,000 1 15000

Use conputer controlled machines Product type (B.Products) 40,000 1 40000

Customer Level

Consult customers No. of consultations 4,000 40 100

Provide warehousing for customers No. of cubit feet 2,000 10,000 0.2

Faciltiy Level

Manage workers Salaries 3,000 15,000 0.2

Use main building Square feet 48,000 16,000 3



Ascertaining Cost
Activities A. Rate A.Volume Containers Baby Product

Unit Level 

Acquire and Use material for containers 0.04 1,200,000 48,000

Acquire and Use material for baby-care products 10 7,000 70000

Batch Level

Set up manually controlled machines 300 12 3,600

Set up computer controlled machines 600 16 9600

Product Level

Design and manufacture moulds 1000

1 1,000

4 4000

Use manually controlled machines 15000 1 15,000

Use conputer controlled machines 40000 1 40000

Customer Level

Consult customers 100

Containers 2 200

B.products 40 4000

Provide warehousing for customers 0.2

Containers 8,000 1,600

B.products 2,000 400

Faciltiy Level

Manage workers 0.2

Containers 4,000 800

B.products 10,000 2000

Use main building 3

Containers 5,000 15,000

B.products 7,000 21000

Total Cost 85,200 151,000



Building an ABC Model

Identify
Resources

Identify
Activities

Identify
Cost Objects

Define
Resource

Drivers

Define
Activity
Drivers

Enter
Resource

Costs

Enter
Resource
Driver Qty.

Enter
Activity

Driver Qty.

Calculate
Costs



ABC: Where to Use?ABC: Where to Use?

High OverheadsHigh Overheads

Product Diversity or Multiple ProductsProduct Diversity or Multiple Products

Customer DiversityCustomer Diversity

Service DiversityService Diversity

Stiff CompetitionStiff Competition



Traditional, VolumeTraditional, Volume--BasedBased

ProductProduct--Costing SystemCosting System

Aerotech produces three complex printed 
circuit boards referred to as Mode I, Mode II, 
and Mode III.

The following information is obtained from 
company records:

AerotechAerotech produces three complex printed produces three complex printed 

circuit boards referred to as Mode I, Mode II, circuit boards referred to as Mode I, Mode II, 

and Mode III.and Mode III.

The following information is obtained from The following information is obtained from 

company records:company records:

Mode I Mode I I Mode I I I

Production:

   Units 10,000 20,000 4,000

   Runs  1 run of 10,000 

units 

 4 runs of 

5,000 units 

 10 runs of 

400 units 



Traditional, VolumeTraditional, Volume--BasedBased

ProductProduct--Costing SystemCosting System

Additional information includes:Additional information includes:

Mode I Mode I I Mode I I I

Direct materials 50.00$               90.00$            20.00$

Direct labor (hr/board) 3                        4                     2

Setup time (hr/run) 10                      10                   10

Machine time (hr/board) 1                        1.25                2

Mode I Mode I I Mode I I I

Direct materials 50.00$               90.00$            20.00$

Direct labor 60.00                 80.00              40.00

Manufacturing overhead 99.00                 132.00            66.00

Total 209.00$             302.00$          126.00$

Manufacturing overhead is determined as follows



Traditional, VolumeTraditional, Volume--BasedBased

ProductProduct--Costing SystemCosting System
Mode I Mode I I Mode I I I

Units produced 10,000               20,000               4,000

Direct labor (hr/unit) 3                        4                        2

Total hours 30,000               80,000               8,000

Total hours required 118,000

Budgeted manufacturing overheadBudgeted manufacturing overhead $3,894,000$3,894,000

Budgeted directBudgeted direct--labor hours             118,000labor hours             118,000
=  $33 per hour=  $33 per hour

Mode I Mode I I Mode I I I

Direct labor (hr/unit) 3                        4                        2

Overhead rate per hour 33$                    33$                    33$

Overhead per unit 99$                    132$                  66$



Traditional, VolumeTraditional, Volume--BasedBased

ProductProduct--Costing SystemCosting System

With these product costs, With these product costs, AerotechAerotech establishedestablished

target selling prices (Cost target selling prices (Cost ×× 125%).125%).

Mode I Mode II Mode II I

Direct materials 50.00$               90.00$            20.00$

Direct labor 60.00                 80.00              40.00

Manufacturing overhead 99.00                 132.00            66.00

Total 209.00$             302.00$          126.00$

Mode I Mode I I Mode II I

Cost per unit 209.00$             302.00$             126.00$

Target selling price 261.25               377.50               157.50

209.00  x  1.25



ABC systems follow ABC systems follow 

aa twotwo--stagestage
procedure to procedure to 

assign overhead assign overhead 

costs to products.costs to products.

Assigning
overhead to 

products is a
difficult process.

I agree!

Activity Based Costing SystemActivity Based Costing System

(ABC)(ABC)



Activity Based Costing SystemActivity Based Costing System
(ABC)(ABC)

ABC systems follow a ABC systems follow a 

twotwo--stagestage
procedure to assign procedure to assign 

overhead costs to overhead costs to 

products.products.

Let’s begin
by identifying

our major 
activities.

Stage OneStage One

Identify significantIdentify significant

activities and assign overheadactivities and assign overhead

costs to each activity incosts to each activity in

proportion to resources used.proportion to resources used.



Activity Based Costing SystemActivity Based Costing System
(ABC)(ABC)

Overhead assigned to 
activities are called 

“activity cost pools.”

Stage TwoStage Two

Identify cost driversIdentify cost drivers

appropriate to each activityappropriate to each activity

and allocate overhead toand allocate overhead to

the products.the products.

ABC systems follow a ABC systems follow a 

twotwo--stagestage procedureprocedure

to assign overhead to assign overhead 

costs to products.costs to products.



Overhead CostsOverhead Costs
Total budgeted cost = $3,894,000Total budgeted cost = $3,894,000

ActivityActivity

CostCost

PoolsPools

MachineryMachinery

cost poolcost pool

$1,212,600$1,212,600

SetupSetup

cost poolcost pool

$3,000$3,000

EngineeringEngineering

cost poolcost pool

$700,000$700,000

FacilityFacility

cost poolcost pool

$507,400$507,400

Unit

Level

Batch

Level

Product-

Sustaining

Level

Facility

Level

Identification
of Activity
Cost Pools

Identification
of Activity
Cost Pools

Activity
must be
done on
each unit
produced.

ActivityActivity

performedperformed

on eachon each

batchbatch

produced.produced.

Activities needed to supportActivities needed to support

an entire product linean entire product line
Activity required in orderActivity required in order

for the productionfor the production

process to occur.process to occur.



Receiving/InspectionReceiving/Inspection

cost poolcost pool $200,000$200,000

MaterialMaterial--HandlingHandling

cost poolcost pool $600,000$600,000

QualityQuality--AssuranceAssurance

cost poolcost pool $421,000$421,000

Packaging/ShippingPackaging/Shipping

cost poolcost pool $250,000$250,000

MachineryMachinery

cost poolcost pool

$1,212,600$1,212,600

SetupSetup

cost poolcost pool

$3,000$3,000

EngineeringEngineering

cost poolcost pool

$700,000$700,000

FacilityFacility

cost poolcost pool

$507,400$507,400

Unit

Level

Batch

Level

Product-

Sustaining

Level

Facility

Level



Machinery Cost PoolMachinery Cost Pool
Total budgeted cost = $1,212,600

Maintenance

Depreciation

Computer Support

Lubrication

Electricity

Calibration

ActivityActivity
costcost
poolpool

STAGE ONESTAGE ONE

Various overheadVarious overhead
costs relatedcosts related
toto machinerymachinery



CalculateCalculate

the poolthe pool
raterate

Budgeted Machinery Costs $1,212,600
Budgeted Machine Hours            43,000

$28.20/hour$28.20/hour

CostCost
AssignmentAssignment

STAGE TWOSTAGE TWO

=

=

Mode I:

$28.20 per hr.

1           hr. per unit

$28.20 per unit

Mode II:

$28.20 per hr.

1.25      hr. per unit

$35.25 per unit

Mode III:

$28.20 per hr.

2           hr. per unit

$56.40 per unit



Calculation ofCalculation of
totaltotal setup costsetup cost

Setup Cost PoolSetup Cost Pool
Total budgeted cost = $3,000

ActivityActivity
costcost
poolpool

STAGE ONESTAGE ONE

Total budgeted setup cost

$20 per hour

10         hr. per setup

$200 cost per setup

15         production runs

3,000$   Total



CalculateCalculate

the poolthe pool
raterate

Budgeted Setup Costs $3,000
Planned Production Runs        15 runs

$200 per run$200 per run

CostCost
AssignmentAssignment

STAGE TWOSTAGE TWO

=

=

Mode I: (1 Run)

= $.02 per unit

$200 per run

10,000 units per run

Mode II: (4 Runs)

= $.04 per unit

$200 per run

5,000 units per run

Mode III: (10 Runs)

= $.50 per unit

$200 per run

400 units per run



Various overheadVarious overhead

costs relatedcosts related
toto engineeringengineering

Engineering salaries

Engineering supplies

Engineering software

Depreciation

Engineering Cost PoolEngineering Cost Pool
Total budgeted cost = $700,000

ActivityActivity
costcost
poolpool

STAGE ONESTAGE ONE



Allocate basedAllocate based

onon engineeringengineering
transactionstransactions

CostCost
AssignmentAssignment

STAGE TWOSTAGE TWO

Engineering Cost PoolEngineering Cost Pool
Total budgeted cost = $700,000

Mode I:

= $17.50 per unit

25%  ×  $700,000

10,000 units

Mode II:

= $15.75 per unit

45%  ×  $700,000

20,000 units

Mode III:

= $52.50 per unit

30%  ×  $700,000

4,000 units



Exh.

5-9

Various overheadVarious overhead

costs relatedcosts related

toto generalgeneral

operationsoperations

Plant depr.

Plant mgmt.

Plant maint.

Property taxes

Insurance

Security

Facility Cost PoolFacility Cost Pool
Total budgeted cost = $507,400

ActivityActivity

costcost

poolpool

STAGE ONESTAGE ONE



Exh.

5-9

Budgeted Facilities Cost $507,400
Budgeted Direct-Labor Hours        118,000

$4.30/hour$4.30/hour

CostCost
AssignmentAssignment

STAGE TWOSTAGE TWO

=

=

Mode I:

$4.30 per hr.

× 3         hr. per unit

$12.90 per unit

Mode II:

$4.30 per hr.

× 4           hr. per unit

$17.20 per unit

Mode III:

$4.30 per hr.

× 2           hr. per unit

$8.60 per unit

CalculateCalculate

the poolthe pool
raterate



Other Overhead CostsOther Overhead Costs
Board Overhead × % ÷ Units = Cost/Unit

Mode I 200,000$   × 6% ÷ 10,000 = 1.20$      

Mode II 200,000     × 24% ÷ 20,000 = 2.40

Mode III 200,000     × 70% ÷ 4,000   = 35.00

Receiving and Inspection Cost Pool

Board Overhead × % ÷ Units = Cost/Unit

Mode I 600,000$   × 7% ÷ 10,000 = 4.20$

Mode II 600,000     × 30% ÷ 20,000 = 9.00

Mode III 600,000     × 63% ÷ 4,000   = 94.50

Material-Handling Cost Pool

Board Overhead × % ÷ Units = Cost/Unit

Mode I 421,000$   × 20% ÷ 10,000 = 8.42$      

Mode II 421,000     × 40% ÷ 20,000 = 8.42

Mode III 421,000     × 40% ÷ 4,000   = 42.10

Quality-Assurance Cost Pool

Board Overhead × % ÷ Units = Cost/Unit

Mode I 250,000$   × 4% ÷ 10,000 = 1.00$      

Mode II 250,000     × 30% ÷ 20,000 = 3.75

Mode III 250,000     × 66% ÷ 4,000   = 41.25

Packaging and Shipping Cost Pool



Board Overhead × % ÷ Units = Cost/Unit

Mode I 250,000$   × 4% ÷ 10,000 = 1.00$      

Mode II 250,000     × 30% ÷ 20,000 = 3.75

Mode III 250,000     × 66% ÷ 4,000   = 41.25

Packaging and Shipping Cost Pool

Board Overhead × % ÷ Units = Cost/Unit

Mode I 421,000$   × 20% ÷ 10,000 = 8.42$      

Mode II 421,000     × 40% ÷ 20,000 = 8.42

Mode III 421,000     × 40% ÷ 4,000   = 42.10

Quality-Assurance Cost Pool

Other Overhead CostsOther Overhead Costs

Board Overhead × % ÷ Units = Cost/Unit

Mode I 200,000$   × 6% ÷ 10,000 = 1.20$      

Mode II 200,000     × 24% ÷ 20,000 = 2.40

Mode III 200,000     × 70% ÷ 4,000   = 35.00

Receiving and Inspection Cost Pool

Board Overhead × % ÷ Units = Cost/Unit

Mode I 600,000$   × 7% ÷ 10,000 = 4.20$

Mode II 600,000     × 30% ÷ 20,000 = 9.00

Mode III 600,000     × 63% ÷ 4,000   = 94.50

Material-Handling Cost Pool

$14.82$14.82



Product Cost from ABCProduct Cost from ABC

Mode I Mode II Mode III

Direct materials 50.00$    90.00$    20.00$    

Direct labor 60.00 80.00 40.00

Machinery 28.20 35.25 56.40

Setup 0.02 0.04 0.50

Engineering 17.50 15.75 52.50

Facilities 12.90 17.20 8.60

Other 14.82 23.57 212.85

Total 183.44$  261.81$  390.85$

These are the new product costs when These are the new product costs when 

AerotechAerotech uses ABC.uses ABC.



Distorted Product CostsDistorted Product Costs

Both original and ABC target selling prices are Both original and ABC target selling prices are 

based on (Cost based on (Cost ×× 125%).125%).

Mode I Mode II Mode III

Traditional costing 209.00$      302.00$      126.00$   

ABC costing 183.44        261.81        390.85

Original target selling price 261.25        377.50        157.50

ABC target selling price 229.30        327.26        488.56

[$209.00 × 1.25] [$183.44 × 1.25]

The selling price of Mode I and II are reducedThe selling price of Mode I and II are reduced

and the selling price for Mode III is increased.and the selling price for Mode III is increased.



Can you identify any problems Can you identify any problems AerotechAerotech isis

likely to face as a result of this distortion?likely to face as a result of this distortion?

Mode I Mode II Mode III

Traditional costing 209.00$ 302.00$ 126.00$

ABC costing 183.44   261.81   390.85

Cost distortion per unit 25.56     40.19     (264.85)

Units produced 10,000   20,000   4,000

Total cost distortion 255,600 803,800 (1,059,400)

Traditional costing understates the cost
of complex, low volume products.

Distorted Product CostsDistorted Product Costs



Two Key PointsTwo Key Points

A large proportion of 
non-unit-level activities

A unit-level cost driver, such 
as direct labor, machine 
hours, or throughput, will not 
be able to assign the costs of 
non-unit-level activities 
accurately.

A large proportion of A large proportion of 
nonnon--unitunit--level activitieslevel activities

A unitA unit--level cost driver, such level cost driver, such 

as direct labor, machine as direct labor, machine 

hours, or throughput, will not hours, or throughput, will not 

be able to assign the costs of be able to assign the costs of 

nonnon--unitunit--level activities level activities 

accurately.accurately.

Product diversity
When the consumption 
ratios differ widely 
between activities, no 
single cost driver will 
accurately assign the 
resulting overhead costs.

Product diversityProduct diversity
When the consumption When the consumption 

ratios differ widely ratios differ widely 

between activities, no between activities, no 

single cost driver will single cost driver will 

accurately assign the accurately assign the 

resulting overhead costs.resulting overhead costs.



Cost DriversCost Drivers

A characteristic of an event or activity that A characteristic of an event or activity that 

results in the incurrence of costs.  In results in the incurrence of costs.  In 

selecting a cost driver, we must consider . . selecting a cost driver, we must consider . . 

..

Degree ofDegree of

CorrelationCorrelation

Cost ofCost of

MeasurementMeasurement

BehavioralBehavioral

EffectsEffects



Indicators of Need for ABCIndicators of Need for ABC

Line managers do not
believe the product

costs reports

Line managers do not
believe the product

costs reports

Marketing does not
use costs reports for

pricing decisions

Marketing does not
use costs reports for

pricing decisions

Product-line profit
margins are hard

to explain

Product-line profit
margins are hard

to explain

Sales are increasing,
but profits are declining.

Sales are increasing,
but profits are declining.

Some products that
have reported high

profit margins are not
sold by competitors

Some products that
have reported high

profit margins are not
sold by competitors

Direct labor is a
small percentage

of total costs

Direct labor is a
small percentage

of total costs


